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ABSTRACT: Pseudocontact shifts (PCSs) generated by paramagnetic metal
ions contribute highly informative long-range structure restraints that can be
measured in solution and are ideally suited to guide structure prediction
algorithms in determining global protein folds. We recently demonstrated that
PCSs, which are relatively small but of high quality, can be generated by a
double-histidine (dHis) motif in an α-helix, which provides a well-defined
binding site for a single Co2+ ion. Here we show that PCSs of backbone amide
protons generated by dHis-Co2+ motifs positioned in four different α-helices of a
protein deliver excellent restraints to determine the three-dimensional (3D)
structure of a protein in a way akin to the global positioning system (GPS). We
demonstrate the approach with GPS-Rosetta calculations of the 3D structure of
the C-terminal domain of the chaperone ERp29 (ERp29-C). Despite the
relatively small size of the PCSs generated by the dHis-Co2+ motifs, the structure calculations converged readily. Generating
PCSs by the dHis-Co2+ motif thus presents an excellent alternative to the use of lanthanide tags.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a
well-established tool for determining the three-dimen-

sional (3D) structure of proteins in solution. While the first
structure determinations primarily relied on nuclear Over-
hauser effects (NOEs),1 a variety of alternative structure
restraints can be obtained from NMR experiments to assist
with 3D structure determination, including homo- and
heteronuclear scalar couplings,2 residual dipolar couplings
(RDCs),3 chemical shifts,4 cross-correlated relaxation effects,5

paramagnetic relaxation enhancements (PREs),6 and pseudo-
contact shifts (PCSs).7 With the advent of algorithms and
databases that allow modeling of the 3D structure of small
proteins from their amino acid sequences with increasing
accuracy,8 experimental restraints increasingly serve to confirm
the correctness of the modeled protein fold rather than as
fundamental prerequisites of 3D structure determination. As a
result, sparse experimental data become valuable parameters
for confirming the accuracy of a 3D structure model. For the
best computational efficiency, the sparse data need to be
provided to the modeling software from the beginning, to aid
in the identification of correctly folded polypeptide segments
and allow discarding of misfolded decoys prior to time-
consuming structure refinement. Examples of this approach are
CS-Rosetta, in which experimental chemical shifts bias the
selection of suitable nine-residue peptide segments,9,10 CS-
RDC-Rosetta, in which RDCs and a small number of backbone
NOEs provide additional restraints to guide the folding of
larger proteins,11,12 and PCS-Rosetta, in which long-range
restraints are derived from experimental PCSs.13

Backbone resonance assignments are key to the analysis of
proteins by NMR spectroscopy, and therefore, backbone
chemical shifts are a readily available source of experimental
structure restraints. While backbone chemical shifts are
indicative of secondary structure, they carry much less
information about tertiary folds. In this situation, PCSs present
an almost ideal set of complementary restraints, because they
are long-range (≥15 Å)14 and derived from chemical shifts,
which can be measured with more sensitive NMR experiments
than NOEs, small scalar couplings, RDCs, or quantitative
relaxation rates. In recognition of the benefit of PCSs, PCS-
Rosetta was first extended to GPS-Rosetta to integrate PCSs
from paramagnetic centers at different sites15 and subsequently
supplemented by iterative resampling protocols to accelerate
convergence of the calculations for larger proteins.16,17

In the work presented here, we used PCSs of backbone
amide protons only, measured as the difference in the chemical
shift observed in 1H−15N HSQC spectra of paramagnetic and
diamagnetic samples. The PCS of a nuclear spin can be
described by
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where ΔδPCS is the PCS (measured in parts per million) and r,
θ, and φ are the polar coordinates of the nuclear spin in the
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frame of the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy tensor Δχ,
which is described by the axial and rhombic components Δχax
andΔχrh, respectively.18
Generating PCSs requires a paramagnetic metal ion in a

specific location of the protein. Many metal ions with unpaired
electrons generate PCSs,19 but the largest and most varied
PCSs are generated by lanthanide ions.20 Despite many
different approaches developed to attach lanthanide ions site-
specifically to proteins,21−23 however, site-specific attachment
with minimal residual mobility of the metal ion relative to the
protein remains difficult. In principle, any translational motions
of the metal ion on the protein compromise the validity of eq
1, requiring more than a single Δχ tensor to describe the PCSs.
As eight parameters are needed to characterize a single Δχ
tensor (Δχax, Δχrh, three coordinates of the paramagnetic
center, and three Euler angles describing the tensor
orientation), multi-Δχ tensor descriptions are difficult, and
the accepted approach is to interpret the PCSs by a single
“effective” Δχ tensor as a first approximation.24 The problem
of metal mobility is particularly critical when metal tags are
ligated to unnatural amino acids, which generates long linkers
between the metal ion and protein backbone.25−27 We recently
showed that this problem can be overcome by installing a
double-histidine-Co2+ (dHis-Co2+) motif in an α-helix, where
histidine residues in positions i and i + 4 of the helix cooperate
to bind a single Co2+ ion. Although Co2+ ions generate PCSs
smaller than those of some of the lanthanide ions, the dHis-
Co2+ motif features a number of advantages, including
exceptional localization of the metal ion relatively close to
the protein backbone, compatibility with naturally occurring
cysteine residues in the protein, and straightforward sample
preparation.28

To evaluate the performance of the dHis-Co2+ motif for
PCS-aided 3D structure determination, we used the C-terminal
domain of rat protein ERp29 (ERp29-C) as a model system.
ERp29 is a chaperone associated with the endoplasmic
reticulum.29 In previous work with ERp29-C, we showed
that CS-Rosetta calculations fail to identify the correct protein
fold by Rosetta energy despite the provision of chemical shifts
and used four different single-cysteine mutants of ERp29-C to
demonstrate the performance of GPS-Rosetta with PCSs
elicited by IDA-SH30,31 or C1 tags,32 which were attached at
four different sites via disulfide bonds and loaded with Tb3+ or
Tm3+ ions.15 The 3D structure obtained was similar to the
crystal structure of the human homologue with a Cα root-
mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 2−2.9 Å.15,33 In the work
presented here, we installed dHis-Co2+ motifs at four different
sites of rat ERp29-C, measured PCSs using the corresponding
Zn2+ complexes as a diamagnetic reference, and performed
GPS-Rosetta calculations. The 3D structure of the previous
model determined with PCSs from lanthanide tags was
reproduced with a backbone RMSD as low as 1.3 Å.

■ EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Construct Design. The codon-optimized gene of wild-type

rat ERp29-C was ordered as gBlock from Integrated DNA
Technologies, amplified by polymerase chain reaction, and
cloned into T7 expression vector pETMCSI34 between the
NdeI and EcoRI sites using RQ-SLIC.35 The plasmids were
transformed into Escherichia coli BL21(DE3)pLysS cells for
overexpression. The ERp29-C double mutants A163H/
Q167H, A218H/A222H, A179H/Q183H, and G207H/
D211H, herein termed Mu1−Mu4, respectively, were prepared

by point mutagenesis using two overlapping primers.35 An
initial construct of ERp29-C, which comprised residues
M154−L260, produced only low protein yields. Therefore,
the final constructs were prepared with the addition of an N-
terminal His6 tag followed by a TEV cleavage site, which added
a glycine residue to the N-terminal side of M154 but
significantly increased the protein yield.

Protein Expression and Purification. Cells were grown
at 37 °C in LB medium (10 g/L tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract,
and 5 g/L NaCl) containing 100 mg/L ampicillin and 34 mg/
L chloramphenicol. Following cell growth to an OD600 of 0.8−
1.0, the cells were centrifuged and the pellet was resuspended
in M9 medium (6 g/L Na2HPO4, 3 g/L KH2PO4, and 0.5 g/L
NaCl) supplied with 1 g/L 15NH4Cl and 3 g/L [13C]glucose
for uniform 15N and 13C labeling. Following further growth for
1 h, isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added
to a final concentration of 1 mM to induce protein expression.
After induction, the cells were incubated overnight at room
temperature. The cell culture was centrifuged at 5000g for 15
min at 4 °C, and the cells were lysed in lysis buffer [10%
glycerol, 1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride, 2 mM 2-
mercaptoethanol, 150 mM NaCl, and 50 mM sodium
phosphate (pH 6.8)] using sonication. The supernatant was
applied to a 5 mL Ni-NTA column (GE Healthcare), and
bound protein was eluted with a gradient from 10 to 500 mM
imidazole in 150 mM NaCl and 50 mM sodium phosphate
(pH 6.8). TEV protease (MHT238Δ)36 was added to purified
protein, and the mixture was dialyzed overnight at 4 °C against
50 mM Tris-HCl, 300 mM NaCl, and 1 mM 2-
mercaptoethanol. The cleavage yield was approximately two-
thirds as estimated by sodium dodecyl sulfate−polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (SDS−PAGE). The mixture was loaded
onto a 5 mL Ni-NTA column to separate the final product
from the His7-tagged TEV protease. Following elution, the
purified proteins were treated with EDTA in 5-fold excess to
remove any divalent metal ions bound to the dHis motif and
the buffer was exchanged with NMR buffer [50 mM NaCl and
20 mM MES (pH 6.5)] using an Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal
filter unit with an Ultracel-3 membrane (Merck Millipore).
D2O was added to a final 10% D2O/90% H2O ratio, and tris(2-
carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) was added to a final
concentration of 1 mM to prevent oxidation of C157. Protein
yields were ∼12 mg of purified protein per liter of medium.
SDS−PAGE indicated >95% purity.

NMR Spectroscopy. All NMR data were recorded at 25
°C on a Bruker Avance II 800 MHz NMR spectrometer
equipped with a TCI cryoprobe. 15N−1H HSQC spectra were
recorded using a t1max of 40 ms, a t2max of 106 ms, and total
recording times of ∼40 min. BEST-TROSY versions of
HNCO, HNCACO, HNCA, HNCACB, and HNCOCACB
spectra were recorded for wild-type ERp29-C and all four
mutants without a metal ion using the IBS pulse sequence
tools,37 and the backbone resonances were assigned using
CcpNmr.38 The measurements were performed using 0.14−
0.94 mM solutions of uniformly 15N- and 13C-labeled proteins.

PCS Measurements. PCSs were measured as the 1H
chemical shift observed in 15N−1H HSQC spectra with CoCl2
minus the chemical shift measured for a sample containing
ZnCl2. Co

2+ salts are known to change the 1H chemical shift of
the water resonance.39 Therefore, the calibration of the 1H
carrier frequency (water resonance) was corrected by 0.0078
ppm per 1 mM Co2+ ion concentration.
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Structure Calculations. The GPS-Rosetta algorithm is an
extension of the CS-Rosetta algorithm. It includes PCS data
and Δχ tensor fits early in the Rosetta calculations to restrict
the sampling space and discard ill-fitting structures before any
further structure refinement.13,15 GPS-Rosetta was supplied
with the backbone chemical shifts of the protein (HN, N, Cα,
Cβ, and C′) for the initial selection of fragments from the
Rosetta library of proteins, which was modified to exclude any
structures homologous to ERp29-C. PCSs of backbone amide
protons (Table S2) were used in the fragment assembly step,
where fits of Δχ tensors allowed discrimination between
successful and unsuccessful models.15 At the fragment
assembly step, the Δχ tensor fits explored optimal metal
positions within a grid centered between the Cα atom of
residue i and the Cβ atom of residue i + 4 of the dHis motif,
followed by an off-grid tensor optimization starting from the
best grid position. In addition, the calculated final models of
the whole protein were screened for good fits between back-
calculated and experimental PCSs following restriction of the

metal coordinates to the position expected for the α-helical
dHis motif.

■ RESULTS

Protein Expression and Purification. In principle, a dHis
motif alone is sufficient to allow purification by affinity
chromatography on a Ni-NTA column,28,40 but the expression
levels of the ERp29-C samples without a His6 tag were
insufficient for facile purification on a Ni-NTA column. With
an additional His6 tag, the ERp29-C samples with the dHis
motif bound very tightly, requiring 500 mM imidazole to elute
the protein from the column. The presence of the His6 tag
resulted in significantly better final protein yields.
dHis motifs are straightforward to implement by positioning

two histidyl residues in the hydrophilic face of an amphiphilic
α-helix with a spacing of three residues. Ten mutants of
ERp29-C were designed with the dHis motif [A163H/Q167H
(Mu1), Q178H/K182H, A179H/Q183H (Mu3), K197H/

Figure 1. PCSs induced by a dHis-Co2+ motif at four different sites of ERp29-C. (a) Superimpositions of 15N−1H HSQC spectra of a 260 μM
solution of uniformly 15N-labeled ERp29-C A163H/Q167H (Mu1) in NMR buffer [20 mm MES and 50 mM NaCl (pH 6.5)] with either ZnCl2
(diamagnetic reference, red cross-peaks) or CoCl2 (paramagnetic spectrum, blue cross-peaks) added in an equimolar ratio. The spectra were
recorded at 25 °C. Assignments are shown for cross-peaks of backbone amides with significant PCSs. (b) Same as panel a, but for a 140 μM
solution of ERp29-C A218H/A222H (Mu2). (c) Same as panel a, but for a 150 μM solution of ERp29-C A179H/Q183H (Mu3). (d) Same as
panel a, but for a 320 μM solution of ERp29-C G207H/D211H (Mu4).
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Q201H, S200H/K204H, G207H/D211H (Mu4), A218H/
A222H (Mu2), G235H/E239H, Q241H/N245H, and
L244H/T248H], but acceptable expression yields were
obtained only with mutants Mu1−Mu4.
PCS Measurements. Only mutants Mu1−Mu4 displayed

PCSs following titration with CoCl2, suggesting that the dHis-
Co2+ motif did not always form. When samples were titrated
with ZnCl2 instead of CoCl2 to obtain the chemical shifts of
the corresponding diamagnetic references, some pronounced
precipitation occurred over a period of hours, which was not
observed with CoCl2. The intrinsic widths of the NMR signals
of nuclear spins located far from the metal center did not
change during titration with CoCl2 or ZnCl2, indicating that
the protein remained monomeric. In the absence, but not the
presence, of TCEP, additional cross-peaks appeared with time,
indicating sensitivity of C157 to oxygen. Therefore, all spectra
were recorded in the presence of 1 mM TCEP.
The ERp29-C samples with the dHis motif were titrated

with metal ions in an equimolar ratio except for Mu4, where a
5-fold excess of CoCl2 was needed to observe PCSs. There was
no evidence of alternative binding sites for Co2+ ions in ERp29,
as PREs were evident only in the vicinity of the dHis motif.
Although the PCSs observed were relatively small, PCSs
nonetheless could be observed for most of the protein (Figure
1).
As the PCSs were small, most of the cross-peaks in the

paramagnetic state were readily assigned by comparison with
the spectrum recorded with ZnCl2. To complete the resonance
assignments of the paramagnetic samples, the PCSs measured
from the resolved cross-peaks were used to fit Δχ tensors to
the published coordinates of ERp29-C [Protein Data Bank
(PDB) entry 2M6615] using the program Numbat,41 which
allowed prediction of all remaining PCSs and resolution of
ambiguous cross-peak assignments in the paramagnetic state.
The Δχ tensors and PCSs are listed in Tables S1 and S2,
respectively.
In total, the dHis-Co2+ motif in mutants Mu1−Mu4

delivered 286 PCSs, whereas only 212 PCSs had been assigned
in our previous work using two different lanthanide ions at four
different sites.15 Figure 2 shows that at least one PCS was
obtained for all non-proline residues, two PCSs were observed
for >90% of residues 161−256 (i.e., excluding the flexible N-
and C-terminal segments), and three PCSs were observed for
65% of the protein.
Structure Computation. The PCSs were used as input

into the program GPS-Rosetta to calculate the 3D structure of
the protein. Twenty thousand all-atom models were calculated
using a nonhomologous fragment library that explicitly
excluded any fragments from previously determined structures
of ERp29. As expected for good convergence in the Rosetta
calculations, the lowest combined Rosetta + PCS energies were
observed for models similar to target structure 2M66 (Figure
3a). As the metal position in the dHis-Co2+ motif can be
predicted accurately, the models were screened for the subset
of models with low PCS deviations, where the metal
coordinates at each of the four dHis sites fulfilled the expected
geometry of the dHis-Co2+ motif (Figure 3b). Selecting the
models, for which the sum of the squared deviation (SD) of
experimental and back-calculated PCSs was <0.244 ppm2 (the
value obtained by fitting Δχ tensors to the first conformer of
structure 2M66), we obtained ∼1000 models, which were
consistently similar to the target structure (red and blue points
in Figure 3a and hereafter termed Top1k). Finally, we applied

the lowest combined PCS + Rosetta score as an additional
selection criterion to identify the 10 best models, hereafter
termed Top10 (blue points in Figure 3a). Although the input
had not used any experimental restraints for the amino acid
side chains, the Top10 conformers displayed well-defined
conformations for some of the buried amino acid side chains
(Figure S2).
Using PyMOL42 for optimal structure alignment, conformer

top1 delivered a Cα RMSD of ∼1.4 Å to the first conformer of
2M66 for 96 aligned residues. All 10 conformers displayed a
lower Cα RMSD with respect to the GPS-Rosetta structure
2M66 than to the crystal structure 2QC7 of human ERp29
(Figure S3),33 but this difference is less pronounced when the
comparison includes all C-terminal residues for which the
crystal structure reports electron density (Figure S4). For
comparison, the Top10 conformers display an average pairwise
Cα RMSD of 1.8 Å for residues 156−255.
To assess the contribution of the PCS data to the structure

calculation, the performance of each PCS data set was analyzed
individually. All four PCS data sets contributed to the
convergence of the GPS-Rosetta modeling (Figure S5). As
expected for good convergence, the Δχ tensors fitted to the
individual conformers of the Top10 ensemble were all very
similar to each other and to the Δχ tensor fitted to the first
conformer of 2M66 (Table S3). The structural similarity
between the Top10 ensemble and 2M66 is also apparent when
the Top10 conformers are individually aligned with the first
conformer of 2M66 in a global superimposition (Figure S6).
Clearly, helices 5−7 in all Top10 structures are highly similar
to 2M66, whereas helix 8 and, in particular, helix 9 are more
variable. Notably, helix 9 is straight in 5 of 11 conformers in
2M66 but has a kink in the six remaining conformers.
Figure 4 illustrates the structural similarity between the first

conformer of the 2M66 structure and the model with the

Figure 2. Summary of the experimental amide proton PCSs. The
names of the different mutants are indicated on the left. Arrows
identify the residues mutated to histidine in the different mutants.
Red, blue, green, and yellow bars identify the residues for which the
dHis-Co2+ motif delivered significant PCSs for the backbone amide
protons in mutants Mu1−Mu4, respectively. The residue numbering
is shown above the amino acid sequence. The PCS data are listed in
Table S2.
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lowest PCS + Rosetta energy (hereafter termed top1)
determined in this work. The PCS SD value for this structure
is only 0.184 ppm2 (corresponding to an RMSD of 0.025
ppm), and the correlation between back-calculated and
experimental PCSs, shown in Figure 5a, shows no sign of
systematic deviations. The quality factors associated with the
fits of the Δχ tensor to top1 were 0.18, 0.29, 0.19, and 0.35 for

Mu1−Mu4, respectively, and thus better than the Q factors
obtained when the same PCSs were used to fit Δχ tensors to
the first conformer of 2M66, which were 0.32, 0.28, 0.37, and
0.35, respectively. The improved fit of mutants Mu1 and Mu3
compared to that of the 2M66 structure is also apparent in the
correlation plot of back-calculated versus experimental PCSs
(Figure 5b).
Conversely, the PCSs determined with Tm3+ and Tb3+ tags

in our previous work15 fit somewhat better to structure 2M66
than to the top1 conformer, highlighting the influence of PCSs
on the final structure. Nonetheless, the quality of the Q factors
obtained from the fits to top1 was comparable to the quality of
those obtained with the original structure 2M66 (Table 1).

■ DISCUSSION
The C-terminal domain of rat ERp29 is a 12 kDa protein
comprising 106 residues. The fold of ERp29-C comprises five
α-helices and therefore is ideally suited for assessing the
performance of the dHis-Co2+ motif in generating PCSs, as the
dHis-Co2+ motif is more readily installed in α-helices than in
other secondary structure elements.28 In the work presented
here, the dHis motifs were installed in four different helices, in
analogy to previous GPS-Rosetta calculations, where lantha-
nide tags were installed in different helices.15 In contrast to the
previous work, where lanthanide tags were attached to single
cysteinyl residues and thus required mutation of the naturally
occurring cysteine residue (C157) to serine, C157 was
retained in all dHis mutants of this work.
Like any paramagnetic metal ion, Co2+ ions generate PREs

that broaden the NMR signals of nearby nuclear spins beyond
detection. In this study, no 15N−1H HSQC cross-peaks could
be observed for residues three positions prior to or following
the histidyl residues of the dHis-Co2+ motif (Table S2). To
measure PCSs for the entire length of the amino acid sequence,
it is thus important to position dHis motifs at two different
sites at least. Quite generally, the GPS principle works best if a
nuclear spin displays PCSs in four different measurements
conducted with paramagnetic centers at different locations, as
the intersection between two, three, or four PCS isosurfaces
constitutes a line, a choice of two points, or a single point,
respectively.43 Although the Δχ tensors associated with dHis-
Co2+ motifs are relatively small (Table S3), the coverage
obtained for ERp29-C (Figure 2) was better than in our
previous work, even though that work had employed two
different paramagnetic lanthanides with different Δχ tensor
magnitudes and orientations (Tm3+ and Tb3+ tags) at each site.
This work thus demonstrates that PCSs from a single
paramagnetic ion can be sufficient to guide GPS-Rosetta
calculations to determine the 3D structure of the protein from
the PCSs of backbone amide protons only.
The availability of samples with two different paramagnetic

metal ions that generate PCSs of opposite sign helps in
assigning the NMR spectra of the paramagnetic states.44 As
only a single set of PCSs is available with a dHis-Co2+ motif,
the resonance assignment of the paramagnetic state is less
straightforward for cross-peaks with large PCSs. In the study
presented here, we used fits of the Δχ tensor to the known
target structure to assist with the assignment of these cross-
peaks. Alternatively, the assignments could have been
supported by the preparation of selectively isotope-labeled
samples to improve the resolution of the 15N−1H HSQC
spectrum. The preparation of multiple selectively isotope-
labeled samples with dHis-Co2+ motifs is relatively economical,

Figure 3. PCS and Rosetta energy scores of 20000 GPS-Rosetta
structure calculations of ERp29-C using PCSs from dHis-Co2+ motifs
and the distance restraints used. (a) Combined PCS + Rosetta energy
scores of the structural models calculated in this work plotted vs the
Cα RMSD to the first conformer of the structure determined
previously using PCSs from lanthanide tags (PDB entry 2M66). The
alignment excluded disordered C-terminal residues 256−260. Black
points mark the results for all 20000 structures obtained from GPS-
Rosetta. Blue and red points mark the approximately 1000 structures
fulfilling the PCS restraints with an SD value of <0.244 ppm2, when
the metal positions were defined by the distance restraints specified in
panel b (structures termed Top1k). Blue points identify the 10
structures (Top10) with the lowest combined PCS + Rosetta score
among the Top1k structures selected for detailed analysis. (b) Cα−
Co2+ and Cβ−Co2+ distance restraints used to determine a metal
position for each model, which is in agreement with the location
expected for the α-helical dHis-Co2+ motif, where the histidine
residues are located at positions i and i + 4.28 For each model, metal
coordinates were determined by a least-squares fit to match the
restraints and these coordinates were used for Δχ tensor fits. The
restraints correspond to the average distances found in the ubiquitin
E24H/A28H and A28H/D32H mutants, using the Co2+ ion position
determined from PCSs and modeling the histidine side chain
conformations.28

Figure 4. Locations of Co2+ ions relative to the 3D structure of
ERp29-C with the lowest combined PCS + Rosetta energy (top1) and
comparison of top1 with the first conformer of structure 2M6615

previously determined using PCSs generated by lanthanide tags. (a)
Ribbon representation of the structural model of top1 marking the
positions of the histidyl residues of the dHis-Co2+ motifs of the
different mutants in cyan and the Co2+ ions in blue. (b)
Superimposition of the model of top1 with the structure 2M66.
The SD value of the PCSs of top1 is 0.18 ppm2, and the Cα RMSD of
top1 to 2M66 is 1.4 Å for 95 aligned atoms.
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because no chemical reactions with expensive tags are required.
Unfortunately, IzSz-exchange experiments, which we had
successfully conducted with ubiquitin samples containing a
dHis motif,28 did not reveal exchange cross-peaks of significant
intensity in the case of the ERp29-C mutants.
The Rosetta algorithm is one of the most successful methods

for de novo protein structure prediction. For small proteins
(<100 residues), it has been shown to deliver correct structures
with atomic level accuracy in blind prediction challenges.45 For
larger proteins, however, Rosetta becomes increasingly less
efficient and more reliant on experimental data to guide the
structural search toward the global minimum. In particular,
restraints from residual dipolar couplings and long-range
NOEs have been shown to assist convergence of Rosetta
calculations,11,12 but such data are considerably more difficult
to measure than the chemical shift changes arising from PCSs.
In addition, the long-range nature of PCSs is particularly
helpful for guiding Rosetta calculations. This work shows that
the relatively small PCSs generated by the dHis-Co2+ motif are
fit for this purpose, even if they are measured only for

backbone amide protons. We have previously shown that CS-
Rosetta calculations of ERp29-C without PCSs fail to identify
the correct protein fold.15

While chemical lanthanide tags invariably produce flexible
tethers between the lanthanide ion and protein,46 dHis motifs
are capable of holding the Co2+ ion in a uniquely well-defined
position relative to the protein backbone.28 As a result, one
might expect quality factors for the Δχ tensor fits lower than
those observed in the work presented here (Table S3). Quite
generally, however, it is easier to obtain small Q factors with
large PCSs, as the denominator in the Q factor definition
becomes larger and the numerator less sensitive to
experimental uncertainties caused by small differences in
sample preparation. Indeed, the final structures yielded
similarly good Q factors for the Top10 conformers as for the
first conformer of the 2M66 structure, irrespective of fitting Δχ
tensors with PCSs from lanthanide ions (Table 1) or PCSs
from dHis-Co2+ motifs (Table S3). Unfortunately, the absence
of any experimental structure restraints for buried amino acid
side chains creates a sampling problem that is not easily
overcome by increasing the weight of the PCS versus the
Rosetta energy.

■ CONCLUSION

PCSs of backbone amide protons generated by dHis-Co2+

motifs at multiple sites open a new and practical approach for
harnessing the power of PCS restraints for protein fold
determination. Unexpectedly, it proved to be easier to achieve
a high PCS coverage of the protein with the dHis mutants than
with lanthanide tags, despite the smaller magnitude of PCSs
arising from a Co2+ ion than from Tm3+ or Tb3+ ions. In view
of the economic advantage of generating PCSs with natural
amino acids rather than synthetic lanthanide tags and the ease
with which the solvent-exposed surface of an amphipathic helix
can be identified from the amino acid sequence, the α-helical
dHis-Co2+ motif carries great promise for the determination of
the 3D fold of proteins, for which it is difficult to measure
NMR parameters other than backbone amide chemical shifts.

Figure 5. Correlations between back-calculated and experimental PCSs generated by dHis-Co2+ motifs in rat ERp29-C. The Δχ tensors were fitted
with the metal position fixed to the locations reported in Table S3. (a) Correlation plots following fits of the Δχ tensor to top1. (b) Correlation
plots following fits of the Δχ tensor to the first conformer of 2M66.

Table 1. Quality Factors Obtained from Fitting Δχ Tensors
to the Structure of top1, Using the PCSs Reported
Previously for Single-Cysteine Mutants of ERp29-C Labeled
with C1-Tb3+ and C1-Tm3+ Tags15,a

top1 2M66c

ERp29-C mutantb Tb Tm Tb Tm

C157 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.08
C200 0.23 0.24 0.22 0.20
C218 0.15 0.15 0.08 0.13
C241 0.08 0.19 0.06 0.12

aPCSs are of backbone amide protons as reported previously.15 The
C1-Tb3+ and C1-Tm3+ tags were attached to cysteine residues at four
different sites. The program Numbat41 was used to fit the Δχ tensors.
Fits included the optimization of metal coordinates. Quality factors of
the fits were calculated as the root-mean-square (RMS) of the
differences between experimental and back-calculated PCSs divided
by the RMS of the experimental PCSs. bThe respective single-cysteine
mutants are named by the position of the cysteine residue in ERp29-
C. cUsing the first conformer of 2M66.
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